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Our Team

Drake Long Delaney Rundell

Michael Davidge Patsy Mata



The Challenge 
We had to understand the needs of the contemporary grocery 
shopper and channel this knowledge to inform the design of a 
refined grocery shopping experience for the user. The design 
must maximize positive and fluid patterns of interaction.

Problem 
Women (aged 35-50) in smaller, urban grocery stores need to be 
able to quickly and efficiently find specialty or obscure items 
without having to seek out an employee for help.

Solution 
Our solution “Sophie” is a grocery store virtual assistant that 
allows you to ask where any item is located in the store. After 
asking the question, the device will show you the aisle and map 
you a path from your current location the item. This allows you to 
avoid the trouble of locating and asking store employees. 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Observations

We had one observation session at Fresh City Market, a local grocery 
store. Here are notable things we observed:

• Older demographics took their time going through each section and aisle of 
the store, used written lists, and purchased a cart full of items.


• Younger demographics were more likely to only grab a few items and not 
explore the store, knew what they wanted without a list, and would use the 
buffet or ready-to-eat areas for dinner.


• Most employees were only at the checkout area and not located throughout 
the store.


• There were sale items located at the end of each aisles; however, they did 
not correlate with what the sign above read and were randomly placed 
throughout the store with no real intentions.


• Shoppers would wander for a significant amount of time not being sure of 
where to find a specific item.


• There is no map letting customers know where categories of items can be 
found.


• There are two different refrigerated sections that confused customers who 
were looking for milk in one section but could not find it.


• Many shoppers would use their phone while in line for checkout.

• Aisle signs were confusing and not specific enough.

• Shoppers would spend a significantly more amount of time scanning 

shelves when they were not sure on which shelf the item would be located.

• Younger people were not seen asking employees questions.

• A couple older people (assumed 30-50) were seen asking employees 

questions. 

• There are many items that are not staple foods. They are specialty/obscure 

items you would not find in the average store, especially for restricted diets.
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Interviews

For our interviews we reached out to four shoppers to understand their 
habits while in the grocery store. We wanted to learn more about the trends 
and opinions shoppers have, and why they have them. We also wanted to 
understand what shoppers felt was a good experience versus a bad 
experience. 

Questions:
We asked shoppers a variety of questions about their shopping habits, such as 
when they you shop, how often they shop, what their shopping journey looks like, 
if they make a list (handwritten, digital, or mental), if they use coupons (paper or 
digital), if they make impulse purchases, if they use loyalty cards, if they buy 
more brand or generic items, and if they use self-checkout. We also asked our 
interviewees on their opinions of grocery shopping, such as what aspects they 
enjoy about their favorite stores, what they are frustrated by when shopping, and 
how they feel about using technology while shopping.

Frustrations: 
Current problems that shoppers hold include working around the store’s layout to 
find the items they need. Shoppers are not always able to find the specific item 
they are looking for, especially if it is not a staple item or is for a special dietary 
need. One interviewee stated, “I have to buy a lot of gluten-free products, and I 
do not always find what I am looking for.” When asked what she does when she 
cannot find a product, she claimed that she will end up going to another store to 
find it instead. This can lead to her becoming frustrated because she says “I have 
to pay more for this item at another store” as well as spend more time shopping 
than she would want to be. Alongside this, some customers do not like interacting 
with employees to find items they need. One shopper goes on to say “Unless it’s 
a sale that was in an ad, that would be the only time I would ask [an employee].” 
Several interviewees claimed that they like self-checkout because they don’t 
have to talk to anybody. For some personality types, it is difficult to approach 
employees and ask for help. However, another interviewee said that she really 
enjoys talking to employees and hearing their opinions on different products. We 
decided it is important to account for all different personality types when 
approaching our problem.
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Feelings:  
People have mixed feelings for the grocery store. Some feel like it is a chance to 
get away from the house or job. For them this is a free time to think and relax 
without the other pressures of life. On the other hand, there are those who see 
shopping as a chore, and just need to complete the task in the fastest possible 
way. One interviewee claimed that “[Grocery shopping] is mundane. I don’t dread 
it, but it’s not my favorite activity to do either.” We found this was agreed upon by 
other interviewees as well.
 
Time: 
We also wanted to find out how long and often people visit the store. From 
responses we found that most people would visit the store the during the mid 
afternoon and evening hours. This may affect the mood that the shoppers are in 
and how they go about shopping after a long day. We found that shoppers 
usually go to the store two or three times a week, with each trip taking about 
thirty minutes to an hour. We took into account that this repetitive, time-
consuming task may also affect a person’s opinion on the act of shopping. 

Our interviews really gave us insight into real problems that exist within the 
item finding space. Therefore, we chose to focus on finding specialty or 
obscure items within smaller, more “boutique” grocery stores.
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I have to buy a lot of gluten-free products, and I do not always 
find what I am looking for. 

~ Female | Professional

”

“

Unless it’s a sale that was in an ad, that would be the only time I 
would ask [an employee]. 

~ Female | Professional

”

“



Surveys

After interviews, we sent out a Qualtrics survey to get a more broad view of 
our user. We received 32 responses and from that, we found some key 
points.

•83% of respondents were female

•43% were within the age range 35-50

•60% go to the grocery store once a week

•35% shop for 4 other people

•45% shop at a smaller, local, grocery store chain

•57% shop for 30 minutes - 1 hour

•63% ask for help when they can’t find an item

Our survey results led us to focus on adult women aged, 35-50, in a 
smaller urban grocery store. To localize the solution, we decided to focus 
on Fresh City Market, located in West Lafayette, IN. We feel this embodies 
the type of stores our users are shopping at better than Walmart, Target, or 
Meijer could.
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After observations and primary research, we wanted to see how the data 
we found matches up statistically. A journal by Raymond R. Burke of 
Indiana University in 2002 stated that “consumers felt that it is essential 
for the store to provide knowledgeable, helpful sales assistants”. This 
connects what we found in our observations and in our interviews. People 
tend to ask for help and having someone available is essential to a good 
shopping experience. Additionally, according to Burke’s survey, 76% of 
consumers believe that in-person or telephone customer service 
should be in stores. Therefore, when looking back at our observations, 
interviews, and survey, we saw a common connection. People usually ask 
employees questions on where to find items. This was a contributing factor 
on why we chose to focus on item findability as our main problem. We saw 
this as a common problem across shoppers. This led us to think about how 
we could allow customers to find items in a timely manner, even when an 
employee is not around. 

This made us start to look into virtual assistants. Nuance, a technological 
company that does a lot of work in the computational speech industry, 
released a survey in December 2015 that stated that 66% of consumers 
said self-service is generally more convenient. Additionally, Nuance 
released another survey in 2015 that stated, “60% of survey respondents 
said they would use a conversational interface for mobile app self-
service if their bank, retailer, insurance company or other service 
provider offered it.” The surveys from Nuance really informed us on the 
capabilities of virtual assistants and that users are willing to use them. 
Additionally, Nuance informed us that customers are more inclined to use 
virtual assistants if they are more human-like and conversational. 
Therefore, we began to look into natural language understanding (NLU). 
This is a technology most virtual assistants use, to allow customers to ask 
the same question a variety of ways and the system can deliver a 
consistent response. We also found that “they work in hands-free and 
eyes-free situations, when other interfaces are inconvenient or when 
our resources are occupied with other things, and when disabilities 
render other interfaces useless” (Edlund, etc., 2008). This shows that 
this system would be beneficial for shoppers who have their hands full or 
don’t know how to spell certain words.
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Secondary Research Analysis

Through looking at many pages of literature, we pulled some very key 
points from or secondary research. These points include:

• Helpful sales assistants make for a better customer experience.


• People usually ask questions when they can’t find an item.


• People like self service kiosks, as they are seen as more convenient.


• People want technological assistants that are more human-like and 
conversational.


Connections

We saw many connections from our primary research and our secondary 
research.

We noticed in our observations that a couple older people (assumed 30-50) 
were seen asking employees questions. This was also backed up in our 
surveys, that most people ask questions when the can’t find an item. 
Additionally, this was mentioned in an academic journal by Raymond R. 
Burke of Indiana University published in 2002.

We found in our interviews, that when available, self-checkout kiosks are 
used. We found in an article published by Nuance in 2015 that a lot of 
people think self-service kiosks are more convenient. 
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After we researched we started an affinity diagram to get all of our 
research, interview, and any other into a visual format. We did this by 
putting each bit of information on an individual sticky note. We took these 
sticky notes and started to organize them based on similar characteristics. 
After organizing them out into different group we labeled them: payment 
problems, shopping enjoyment, angers, phone use, coupons, layout, 
impulse, list habits, time, proximity, and demographics. We used the data 
from our diagram to inform our personas and understand the frustrations of 
the shopper in an urban grocery store. 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After completing research about problems within the shopping realm, we 
wanted to try to understand who the ideal shopper is. Our surveys led us to 
believe that the ideal shopper was a female in the 35-50 age range. With 
that information, we wanted to compare it with larger scale surveys for 
accuracy. We looked at The Time Institute’s Grocery Shopping: Who, 
Where and When publication by the Jack Goodman in October 20081. 
Additionally, we looked at the FMI U.S. Grocery Shopping Trends, 2016 
Publication by The Hartman Group in 20162. These surveys gave us insight 
into the ideal shopper, which wasn’t too far off from the survey we 
conducted.

•64% of shoppers are female1

•47 Is the average age of female shoppers1

•1.6 Is the average number of times people shop per week2

This allowed us to know who we were designing for and allowed us to 
create personas.
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Our personas were compiled by using information from our survey results, 
interviews, and secondary research. We decided to go with females, 
because that was the common statistic from all of our research. We also 
decided to go with two age groups to add diversity to our user. 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Personas

Gloria Fields
Age: 39
Marital Status: Married
Occupation: Physical Therapists

Jessica Walker
Age: 25
Marital Status: Dating
Occupation: iOS App Developer

Image Source: https://www.shutterstock.com/video/
clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-
professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html

Image Source: https://www.hirerush.com/blog/20-hacks-to-save-
money-on-groceries/

https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html
https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-4388630-stock-footage-portrait-of-a-fashionable-young-professional-woman-in-a-stylish-contemporary-office.html
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We decided to make a task flow of the current method users have to go 
about finding obscure items. We wanted to see where our problem 
originates and where our possible solution could fit in. Our problem area 
was narrowed to focusing on steps 5-11. 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Current Task Flow
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We first began our ideation with the concept of implementing a “Quick 
Stop” located at the front of the store. This would be made of a refrigerator 
and shelves that contained the most essential and staple items that almost 
every shopper purchases (Figure 1). This would allow shoppers to quickly 
grab the important items that they need and not spend time searching the 
store. With this, we included a self-checkout interface that would add onto 
the quick transaction of this entire experience (Figures 2 and 3).

However, we decided that this concept did not entirely solve our problem of 
shoppers not being able to find any item in the store. While it does help 
shoppers improve their efficiency and time management, not all items 
would be provided in this concept. Not only this, but shoppers can usually 
find their staple items that they purchase frequently. We decided to focus 
our design on the entire store experience rather than just the front of the 
store.
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Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3



We then came up with the idea of creating a virtual grocery assistant. With 
the problem we decided to tackle of difficulty finding items as well as finding 
employees, we thought a virtual assistant that would help shoppers locate 
items and is always available for use would be very beneficial and would 
improve the shopping experience. With our research on virtual assistants, 
we believed that shoppers would respond positively to the implication of 
these interfaces in the store. Also in our research, we found that the rise of 
popularity of conversational interfaces would be interesting to incorporate 
into our design. The feature of speaking to the interface and hearing a 
response would allow the shopper to feel more natural about asking a 
question to an interface, as if they were speaking to an associate. We are 
not replacing employees, but rather allowing the shopper better and easier 
access to asking a quick question on where to find an item. The shopper 
would still be allowed to speak to an employee if wanted, but if there were 
none available at the time, the interface would always be an option.

We came up with various different design layouts that we considered 
before we built our prototype. In Figures 4, 5, 6, we sketched varying layout 
screens of the interface that the user would initially see when using the 
device. All sketches include the icon of the microphone, indicating the user 
to speak towards the device. This icon is seen on many different platforms 
to indicate the user to speak, including iOS and Google. Some sketches 
also allow the user to type their question if they feel uncomfortable about 
speaking.
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Figures 7 and 8 show two different design ideas of our listening page. The 
listening page serves as a feedback mechanism to allow the user to know 
that the voice assistant is listening to them. Figure 7 and Figure 8 both 
show the voice input, and display each word the user says on the screen. 
We wanted that feature to be apart of it, therefore it is in both figures. The 
difference in the figures lies in the audio waveforms and the presence of an 
exit button. Figure 7 shows a transparent bunch of waves, much like Siri in 
iOS 10. Additionally, there is no exit button in Figure 7. In Figure 8 we 
designed a much more recognizable symbol for audio input. We used the 
traditional waves, as this is more familiar to the user. Also, in Figure 8, we 
included an exit button. We realized that the user should have the option to 
end a task whenever they choose. 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Figure 7 Figure 8



In Figures 9-12, we came up with several different variations of the results 
page, showing the user where the product is located and comparing the 
prices of products. In Figure 9, the interface would display a list of different 
specific items that the user could choose from based on the category that 
was asked. In Figure 10, different brands and pictures, along with their 
prices would be shown to the user so they could compare the products. 
Figure 11 shows a map of the store, addressing the location of the user and 
the location of the product, as well as the price of the product. Figure 12 
also shows a map and indicates what the user asked and what the 
interface responds with. We decided that comparing prices and products is 
not part of the problem we are trying to solve, so we decided to exclude 
that feature from our prototype. We agreed that a map on the interface that 
indicates where the user/kiosk is located currently and where the product is 
located would be beneficial for the user to figure out which path they should 
take to obtain the product. While it may not be able to specify which shelf 
level the product is on, we agreed that the interface should definitely 
indicate which aisle the product is on so the user would be able to 
recognize the aisle numbers from above. 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Initial Prototype
Task Flow

Landing / Search Page

1

Listening Page

2

Results Page

3
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1

2

This is the initial page that the user 
would see when approaching the 
interface. The question at the top 
indicates that the assistant is there to 
help the shopper find something in the 
store. We used the microphone button 
to indicate the user to speak into the 
assistant and ask a question. We took 
into account that not everybody would 
feel comfortable or be able to speak 
into the assistant, so we provided a 
typing option and a pop-up keyboard 
for those who would rather ask a 
question this way.

This page is presented to the user if 
the user chooses to speak their 
search option. This page is set in 
place to reassure the user that the 
software is listening and registering 
their words.

1. Landing / Search Page

2. Listening Page



This is the page that gives 
the user the results of 
where the item they asked 
for is located. At the top in 
quotations, the question 
that the user asked is 
shown to verify what the 
a s s i s t a n t h e a r d . 
Underneath the quotation, 
the assistant provides the 
best answer, indicating 
which aisle the product is 
on. This sentence would 
be voiced as an answer by 

the assistant to sound conversational. This would be a women’s voice 
because in research we found, a speech application developer and voice 
user interface designer at the IVR Design Group stated that “people are 
more likely to respond a voice that closely matches their own personality, 
meaning they would sooner interact with an automated system that 
sounds similar to themselves in terms of gender, age, accent, level of 
education, income, and other factors.” Since the user group we decided to 
focus on was women, ages 35-50, we want to make the voice of our 
assistant a middle-aged woman. Below this answer, we provided a map 
for the user, to understand where they are in the store in relation to where 
their product is in the aisle. This gives the user an efficient visual of where 
to find their product so they can effectively locate it in the aisle. In the top, 
right-hand corner, we provided a red exit button, signifying the user to 
press it when their experience is over. If the user does not press it, the 
system will time out after about a minute and restart to the initial page. 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Protocol

Your friend recommended that you try gnocchi pasta, so you go grocery 
shopping in Fresh City Market to try to find it. You search up and down the 
aisles of the store but you can’t seem to find it. There is no employee 
around to help and you see a sign saying “Can’t Find An Item? Ask Sophie” 
with an arrow pointing to the kiosk-like touch pad below, so you decide to 
see what it does. 

1. What do you initially recognize on the screen? What do you think you 
can do? What interests you? What can you click on?    

         
2. How would you go about looking for gnocchi pasta with this device?

1. If not understood, point out button and explain to ask device verbally.

3. The device responds with “Pasta is located on Aisle 8.” What do you 
see on the screen? What interests you? What can you click on? How 
would you react with this information?

4. How would you exit the device?

5. What features did you like throughout your experience with the grocery 
store virtual assistant?

6. Was there anything confusing? What was it?

7. Is there anything missing that you wish the device could do?

8. Is there anything else you would like to mention about your experience?

9. Would you use this device in a grocery store?
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On Sunday, March 5, we conducted three usability tests on our initial 
prototype.

User 1 
(Male 19)

User 2
(Female 19)

User 3
(Male 19)

Step 1 He recognized that he 
could tap the 
microphone button and 
speak into the device. 
Also recognized he can 
type if he touches the 
search bar.

Initially she recognized 
the microphone and that 
you can tap it and talk. 
Additionally, she 
recognized the search 
bar, and that you could 
the in a search bar.

His initial thought was to 
tap on the box below 
the microphone and 
type. He did not 
recognize the 
microphone button or 
speaking option that 
was provided.

Step 2 Tapped the microphone 
and asked the interface 
“What aisle is the pasta 
located on?”

She hit the search bar 
and decided to type in 
her question. She typed, 
“gnocchi pasta”.

He continued by 
pressing on the box and 
searching for the pasta 
using the keyboard.

Step 3 Sees where he is 
located and realizes the 
item is on aisle 8. He 
wanted to click the word 
pasta.

She could easily tell that 
the pasta is on aisle 8. 
However, she wanted to 
click on the aisle 8 text. 
She expected there to 
be more information.

He sees where the 
pasta is located on aisle 
eight, and has no more 
interactions with the 
screen.

Step 4 Immediately recognized 
the red exit button and 
clicks it.

Immediately recognized 
the red exit button and 
clicks it.

He leaves the device by 
just walking away 
without exiting the final 
screen.

Step 5 He enjoyed the push to 
talk option and liked 
how simplistic the 
design is.

She likes that she could 
see where you are in 
comparison to the item 
with the map.

His likes for this product 
is mainly that it is very 
simple.

Step 6 He did not find anything 
confusing.

She didn’t think it was 
confusing.

He claims that there 
was nothing confusing 
throughout the process.

Step 7 He would like to have 
seen a price scanner 
and a list of most 
popular searched items 
on the first screen as 
suggestions for 
shoppers.

She said that it would 
be cool if the device 
said if the item was in 
stock or not.

He thought me should 
add lines to the 
mapping of our results 
page to give a clear 
path to the product.

Step 8 Enjoyed it overall. She had nothing else to 
mention.

He had nothing else to 
mention.

Step 9 He would definitely use 
it in a grocery store.

She said that she would 
for sure use it

He said he would use it 
if he needed to find an 
item.
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Memorable Quotes
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I would like to see a list of popular searches on the first screen 
that I can quickly click on if I am also looking for the same thing. 

~ User 1

”

“

It wasn’t confusing; it was fairly straight-forward. 

~ User 2

”

“

I would like to see a path on the map that I could take to get to 
the product. 

~ User 3

”

“



Analysis of Usability Testing

Overall, our grocery store virtual assistant tested well among users. All of 
our users enjoyed their experience with the assistant and claimed that they 
would use it in a grocery store. They enjoyed the simplicity of the design 
and how straight-forward it was. They claimed they didn’t find anything 
confusing, however, some of the tasks and signifiers weren’t understood 
to their original intents. We received some interesting suggestions on what 
else we could include in our designs, and discussed amongst ourselves if 
these suggestions would be beneficial towards our problem or would 
address a different problem.


Two out of three of our users understood the purpose of the microphone, 
while one ignored it and went straight to typing without recognizing it. To 
indicate that the user should press the microphone and speak to the 
system, we decided to add the phrase “tap to speak” beneath the 
microphone icon to our updated prototype. One user also suggested the 
addition of popular search suggestions for the user to be able to tap on if 
they are looking for the same item, rather than speaking or typing their 
question. We decided that this would improve efficiency with our design 
and incorporated it into our updated prototype.


There was nothing confusing about our listening page to our users, so we 
decided to keep it as is.


For our results page, one of our users thought he was able to click on 
“Aisle 8” to see more. We decided that to prevent this from happening, we 
would eliminate the green, underlined text, and instead bold the term to 
make it seem less clickable. One user also suggested the addition of a 
pathway from the current location to the location of the pasta that he can 
take. We decided to include this suggestion because it could better 
improve the user’s navigation and know the most efficient path for where 
to get their product. 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Updated Prototype
Task Flow

Landing / Search Page

1

Listening Page

2

Results Page

3
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Updated Prototype

Our first changes were to our landing/search page. Our biggest update was 
creating a section for common searches by previous users. This was 
recommended to us by user 1, and the goal is to allow quicker searches to 
commonly searched items. This will work by using an algorithm to track previous 
searches and compile a consistently updated list with the most popular items. 
Alongside this we added a signifier below the microphone button indicating the 
user to tap to speak to the interface. This will help the user better understand what 
to do on the screen.

1 1

The listening page remained 
unchanged. We did not find any issues 
with the usability or understanding of 
this page through testing.

2. Listening Page

1. Landing / Search Page

2

UpdatedInitial
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Updated Prototype
3 3

The results page was changed based on the results from our usability test. User 2 
viewed the “AISLE 8” as a button and wanted to click it. We did not intend for this to 
be a clickable button. However, we just wanted to emphasize the aisle number. 
Therefore, in our updated prototype, we removed the color and underline from 
“AISLE 8” and just bolded the text. Also, User 3 said that it would be helpful if there 
was a line connecting where you are and where the item was. Hence, why we added 
the red path line. Additionally, we changed the layout of the map to look more like a 
grocery store layout with some horizontal aisles.

3. Results Page

UpdatedInitial



We modified the initial task flow and implemented our solution “Sophie”. 
Sophie aims to quickly provide customers with location information on the 
product they want to find.
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Task Flow w/ Prototype

1 2 3

456

7 8 9
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Where



We decided to use desirability testing on our updated prototype. We felt 
desirability testing would be best for a grocery shopping technology 
implementation, because what makes grocery shopping enjoyable is 
customer experience. Therefore, we wanted to see how testers would react 
to our product, through using simple adjectives. We believe that we can 
gage the level of satisfaction from these 24 terms:

We chose these terms because we felt they best fit our prototype. 
Additionally, these terms were used in the “Universal Methods of Design” 
book by Bella Martin & Bruce Hannington. 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Desirability Testing

Confusing

Lengthy

Boring

Cheap

Irritating

Modern

Clear

Creative

Clean

Comprehensive

Collaborative

Accessible

Straight 
Forward

Usable

Organized

Simplistic

Useful

Time 
Saving

Fast Easy To 
Use

Motivating

Efficient

Helpful

Awesome



Results

On Tuesday, March 7, we conducted two desirability tests on our updated 
prototype. A regular usability test was conducted. Then, our testers were 
asked to select three adjectives that best described their overall 
experience.

Analysis
From this test, we gained some amazing feedback from our users. In both 
of our tests, our users were fully able to complete every task. Additionally 
they both chose only positive adjectives. The chosen words let us know 
that the product would be very useful in a grocery store context. 
Additionally, the tests ensured that our solution is quick and time efficient. 
Additionally, user 2 reassured us that she would use the device to find 
more obscure items. 

User 1 (Female 18) Simplistic Clean Accessible

User 2 (Female 19) Straight-forward Time Saving Useful
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“ I have been in the store so frustrated and I would’ve used this! 

~ User 1 ”
I love sparkling juice, but it is so hard to find. It’s a weird product 
and I don’t know where it is in each store. 

~ User 2

”

“



Our solution “Sophie” is a grocery store virtual assistant that allows you to 
ask where any item is located in the store. After asking the question, the 
device will show you the aisle and map you a path from your current 
location the item. This allows you to avoid the trouble of locating and asking 
store employees.

We believe Sophie solves the problem of our users not being able to find 
obscure items in smaller grocery stores. Additionally, our solution keeps in 
mind all of the focus areas: target user and economics.

Target User
Our target user is adult women, aged 35-50. Therefore, we designed the 
implementation to fit that group. According to livestrong.com, the average 
American woman is 5’4”. Therefore we plan for the Sophie device to be 
placed at eye level for a 5’4” woman. Team member Delaney Rundell is 
5’4”, so we used her for testing as seen in Figure 13. Additionally, these 
kiosks would be placed on the columns located around Fresh City Market 
in each section as seen in Figure 14. 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Figure 13 Figure 14

Final Solution

http://livestrong.com


Economics
From the beginning, we knew we could not cost the store any profit. We 
believe that Sophie will not only be cost efficient implement, but it will 
increase revenue over time. We believe that implementation of a helpful 
device will encourage customers to come to a store. They will be interested 
in using new technology. As stated earlier in the document, Nuance 
released a survey in 2015 that stated, “60% of survey respondents said 
they would use a conversational interface for mobile app self-service if their 
bank, retailer, insurance company or other service provider offered it”. We 
believe that customers satisfaction will increase, as they can easily find the 
more obscure items on their list. Additionally, it will increase profit for the 
store, because less employees need to be on the floor to answer questions 
and more employees can do more productive tasks. 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Full Interview Notes

Name: Tammy

Age: 47

Occupation: Editor

Hobbies: reading, cross-stitch, spending time with family


How many times a week do you go to the grocery store? 

- 3

What time of day do you usually go to the grocery store? 

- Evenings

Which grocery store do you go to the most? 

- Walmart

What factors make you choose this store? 

- Closest, cheapest staples (non-perishable), also uses their pharmacy

How long do you usually spend at the grocery store? 

- 30 minutes

Do you usually have a written-out grocery list, mental list, or digital list? 

- Written-out grocery list

How often do you make “impulse” purchases (items you did not intend on buying when 
making the trip)? 

- Every trip

Why do you think you make these purchases?

- Sales, remembered she needed it after seeing it, or looks good

Describe your typical shopping trip from start to finish.

Where do you go to first and why? 

- Produce first because it is set up right by door

Why do you usually go in this particular order? (layout, list, etc.) 

- Mostly layout, but will skip aisles if nothing is on list in the aisle

Have you ever had difficulty in finding a particular item? 

- Yes, gluten-free products are difficult to find

What emotions does this give you? 

-
What action do you take if you cannot find an item? (ask employee, etc.) 

-
Will go to another store; would only ask employee if she saw it was on sale

-
Do you use self-checkout if available?

- Yes

If yes, how often and why? 

- 95% of the time at Walmart because it is easier, faster, and doesn’t have to talk to 

anybody; however, does not like using it at Target because everything is very weight-
balanced and is too sensitive and difficult to use
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Do you ever use paper coupons or discount apps? 

- Used to use paper coupons, but not as much anymore because doesn’t have 

access to newspapers anymore

If yes, how often and which one(s)? 

- Cartwheel (Target app)

If no, why not? 

- Too much effort; convenience is more important than saving money

Do you find grocery shopping to be mundane, stressful, or enjoyable? 

- Mundane

Why? 

- Does not dread it, but not favorite thing to do

What do you do when waiting in line for check-out?

- Uses phone (says she should be looking for coupons)

Do you use store loyalty cards? 

- Yes, at Hyvee (local grocery store)-has gas rewards on specific products

Do you every pay with a mobile wallet? (Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Moocho, Google 
Wallet) 

- No

What is your least favorite grocery store? Why? 

- Price Chopper (local grocery store), does not have gluten-free and you have to 

spend $50 to get gas rewards

Describe a bad experience there/

-
Do you have kids? 

- Yes

If yes, do you spend more money when shopping with them? 

- Occasionally, yes

Are you more apt to buy brand name or generic?

- Depends on product; canned goods will buy store-brand, but will buy brand name 

for cereal or yogurt because canned goods last longer, while feels like cereal brands 
have better quality.


If price and location were not factors, what’s your favorite store? 

- Trader Joe’s because they have products you cannot get other places

How do you feel about using technology when shopping? 

- Hates using electronic list-hard to carry around phone and look at list; likes idea of 

electronic coupons & savings but is not motivated to use them; local grocery store 
emails and pushes savings to her and she doesn’t have to look for savings on her 
own and is more willing to do that


- Stores that offer ability to get coffee or prepared food is another nice thing for 
convenience


- Annoying when checker is talking to bagger and does not greet or talk to customer


Quotes: “I have to buy a lot of gluten-free products, and I do not always find what I am 
looking for.”

“I have to go to another store to try and get it instead.”
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“I have to pay more for this item at another store.”

“Unless it’s a sale that was in an ad, that would be the only other time I would ask [an 
employee]”

Likes self-checkout because she “doesn’t have to talk to anybody”

“[Grocery shopping] is mundane. I don’t dread it, but it’s not my favorite activity to do 
either.”


Follow-up interview


What’s your biggest frustration when shopping?

- When the store is out of something that you get regularly

What do you do when you can’t find an item?

- Doesn’t get it or goes to another store

Do you ever have a hard time looking for associates?

- Depends on store; yes at Walmart

What do you do if you can’t find one?

- Give up

What is your opinion on virtual assistants/conversational interfaces (such as Siri)?

- Doesn’t use it


Name: Leslie
Age: 18 
Occupation: Student
Hobbies: go to the park, going to movies and concert and getting ice cream, working

How many times a week do you go to the grocery store? 
Once or twice
What time of day do you usually go to the grocery store? 
noon-3
Which grocery store do you go to the most? 
Walmart or Target
What factors make you choose this store? 
Cheap and easy access
How long do you usually spend at the grocery store? 
Less than half an hour
Do you usually have a written-out grocery list, mental list, or digital list?
Mental list
How often do you make “impulse” purchases (items you did not intend on buying when 
making the trip)? 
All the time, every trip
Why do you think you make these purchases? 
Product placement
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Describe your typical shopping trip from start to finish.
Where do you go to first and why? 
Produce first, then dairy, then meat, then dry items
Why do you usually go in this particular order? (layout, list, etc.) 
Layout
Have you ever had difficulty in finding a particular item? 
No
What emotions does this give you?
What action do you take if you cannot find an item? (ask employee, etc.)
Do you use self-checkout if available? 
Yes
If yes, how often and why? 
Whenever it is available because she doesn’t have to talk to anybody
If no, why not?
Do you ever use paper coupons or discount apps? 
No
If yes, how often and which one(s)?
If no, why not? 
Too much work, doesn’t feel the need to take the time to do it
Do you find grocery shopping to be mundane, stressful, or enjoyable? 
Depending on the time crunch can be stressful; does not dread it
What do you do when waiting in line for check-out? 
Uses phone or looks around the aisle
Do you use store loyalty cards? 
No
Do you every pay with a mobile wallet? (Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Moocho, Google 
Wallet) 
No
What is your least favorite grocery store? Why? 
Price chopper (local grocery store), everything is unnecessarily overpriced and the 
layout of the store is terrible
Do you have kids? 
No 
If yes, do you spend more money when shopping with them?
Are you more apt to buy brand name or generic? 
Brand is not important as long as it has what she needs
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Name: Destini Long
Gender: Female
Age: 24
Occupation: Business Professional
Location: Seattle, WA
Hobbies: Going out, Gym, Mall

How many times a week do you go to the grocery store? Once a Week

What time of day do you usually go to the grocery store? Usually Mondays around 7 - 
around work schedule

Which grocery store do you go to the most? QFC Quality Food Center - Branch of 
kroger

What factors make you choose this store? It’s the closest and easy to get here

How long do you usually spend at the grocery store? Around an hour

Do you usually have a written-out grocery list, mental list, or digital list? Handwritten list 
always

How often do you make “impulse” purchases (items you did not intend on buying when 
making the trip)? Every time I’m there
Why do you think you make these purchases? Sometimes if im hungry ill get something 
for dinner, or she’ll remeber she left it off of her list, it looks good, sweets

Describe your typical shopping trip from start to finish. From front to back - Pull list out, 
Produce - Meat - Sides for dinner and lunch - snakcs - case of water - checkout. Does 
some of the perimeter first then go for the middle
Where do you go to first and why? Produce - First thing by the door
Why do you usually go in this particular order? (layout, list, etc.) More layout and tries to 
write list according to layout.

Have you ever had difficulty in finding a particular item? Yes, looking for ginger root and 
whole foods has diced ginger, but QFC only had it in the root form. She walked around 
forever looking for diced but only to find out they don’t have it.
What emotions does this give you? Frustrated - Usually on a time schedule
What action do you take if you cannot find an item? Ask for help

Do you use self-checkout if available?
If no, why not? No - Hates self check

If i’m going to spend money, i’d rather have someone bag my groceries and 
sometimes if you buy alcohol someone has to come over and check ID
Do you ever use paper coupons or discount apps? 
If yes, how often and which one(s)? Uses Apps
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The cartwheel coupon app @ Target
QFC app with rewards card
No paper

Do you find grocery shopping to be mundane, stressful, or enjoyable? Enjoyable - I dont 
mind it
Why? It’s an outing and i like going. It’s not a big to do

What do you do when waiting in line for check-out? I’m either on my phone or talk to the 
other people in line

Do you use store loyalty cards? No not really just QFC’s app

Do you every pay with a mobile wallet? (Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, Moocho, Google 
Wallet) No - it’s too difficult

What is your least favorite grocery store? Why? Walmart - you get what you pay for 
Bad produce, bad customer service, bad overall experience, its dark

Are you more apt to buy brand name or generic? Depends on the item
Brand name - paper goods but for easy stuff generic is fine

How do you feel about using technology when shopping?
I think it’s cool but if you’re in a rush sometimes it feels like more of a hassle. I 

just wish it was an easier and more seamless experience.
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Carolyn
Age:53
Occupation: Counselor 

What do you commonly look for when going to the grocery store?
cooking supplies
Cleaning supplies
How often do you go to the store?
Local once a week
Non local every other week
How many items do you usually buy?
Different everytime i go, for smaller stores it is usually a spare of the moment need
Why do you go to the stores you do? 
Convenience and than price
Do you write a list before you go?
I usually do but i add to it as i go
Do you often make impulse buys?
Not really  i may think to myself maybe we would like this but i often just leave it. 
Do you ever use discounts at stores?
When it comes to grocery stores i don't use any discounts
I do use them at clothing stores 
How do you feel about grocery shopping?
I think of it as a chore, it needs to be done and i have to do it
It can be relaxing but with everything else i usually feel rushed
Do you use store loyalty cards?
Yes and no it depends on the store
Very similar to the coupons i use them for retail stores but not grocery
Do you have kids?
Yes 3
Do often buy generic or name brands?
I think i split 50/50 when it comes to that, i buy generic for things like salad dressing. 
However, when it comes to cereal i buy name brand, it really depends on the product.
Do you ever use a mobile checkout?
Never i don't like having my credit card on my phone plus it seems a bit much to be 
fumbling around with your phone at a register.
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Full Survey Results

 
March	8th	2017,	2:01	pm	MST  

2	-	Age:	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 18-25 24.24% 8

2 25-35 21.21% 7

3 35-50 42.42% 14

4 50+ 12.12% 4

5 Prefer	not	to	answer 0.00% 0

Total 100% 33
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Q21	-	Gender:	

� 	

 

# Answer % Count

1 Male 18.18% 6

2 Female 81.82% 27

3 Other 0.00% 0

4 Prefer	not	to	answer 0.00% 0

Total 100% 33
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4	-	How	Many	@mes	a	week	do	you	go	to	the	grocery	store?	

� 	

 

�  

# Answer % Count

1 Once	a	week 60.61% 20

2 Twice	a	week 21.21% 7

3 Three	Hmes	a	week 12.12% 4

4 More	than	three	Hmes	a	week 6.06% 2

Total 100% 33
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Q13	-	How	many	people	do	you	usually	shop	for?	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 1 16.67% 5

2 2 26.67% 8

3 3 16.67% 5

4 4 33.33% 10

5 5 6.67% 2

Total 100% 30
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Q8	-	What	grocery	store	do	you	go	to	the	most?	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 Walmart 36.67% 11

2 Target 3.33% 1

3 Kroger 13.33% 4

4 Other 46.67% 14

Total 100% 30
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Q9	-	How	long	do	you	usually	spend	at	the	grocery	store?	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 0-30	Minutes 36.36% 12

2 30	Minutes	-	1	Hour 54.55% 18

3 More	than	an	hour 9.09% 3

Total 100% 33
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Q10	-	Do	you	make	a	grocery	list?	If	yes,	what	kind?	

� 	

 

# Answer % Count

1 No 15.15% 5

2 HandwriPen	List 33.33% 11

3 Digital	List 24.24% 8

4 Mental	List 21.21% 7

5 Other 6.06% 2

Total 100% 33
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Q11	-	How	oMen	do	you	make	impulse	purchases	at	the	grocery	store?	

� 	

 

# Answer % Count

1 Every	Trip 60.61% 20

2 Never 6.06% 2

3 Not	OWen 33.33% 11

4 Other 0.00% 0

Total 100% 33
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Q15	-	What	do	you	do	when	you	need	help	in	a	grocery	store?	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 Walk	around	unHl	you	find	the	item. 36.36% 12

2 Ask	for	help 60.61% 20

3 Nothing 0.00% 0

4 Go	to	another	store. 3.03% 1

Total 100% 33
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Q17	-	Do	you	use	coupons?	(Select	all	that	apply)	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 Yes,	paper 9.09% 3

2 Yes,	digital 30.30% 10

3 No 66.67% 22

Total 100% 33
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Q23	-	Do	you	buy	more	brand	name	or	generic	items?	

� 	

# Answer % Count

1 Brand	Name 66.67% 22

2 Generic 33.33% 11

Total 100% 33
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